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Your Diamonds for Age 41
John Peter Neyman
John Neyman
What the Diamond Chart Reveals
The Diamond is one of the oldest number-based methods of divination and perhaps the
most powerful tool numerology has to offer. It reveals the chain of cause and effect
that connects your physical and non-physical planes. It tells us how your experiences,
choices, and priorities in the physical world affect your internal/spiritual growth, and
how, in return, this insight affects the quality of your life on the physical plane.
Each Diamond pattern consists of four numbers. The first is called the Challenge. Your
Challenge is a lesson or test that, once learned, will benefit you for the rest of your life.
The second number is the Root or Cause and explains the underlying reason that
particular lesson has emerged. The third number, the Recommended Action (also
called Action Key), gives advice on the best approach for a successful outcome. The
final number - aptly named the Outcome - reveals what the likely result of your efforts
will be, and how it might affect your future.
With the exception of ages 0 through 7 and 75 through 81 we experience two
Diamonds per year from birthday to birthday. These two Diamonds are equally
important and tend to fit together as if working on one helps us understand the other.
Although most Diamonds are in place only for one year, it's not uncommon for one or
both Diamonds to repeat the following year. Often one number - usually the Challenge
number - lasts for more than one year, while the other three numbers change. Finally, a
number that is the Cause one year becomes the Action Key for the next. The Diamond's
structure is complex but also logical and beautiful.
A word of advice: getting the most out of your Diamond requires some measure of selfreflection, not unlike the I Ching. I recommend that you read it more than once, then
let it simmer. You may be surprised at the amount of insight you gain.
Hans Decoz
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John, your First Diamond Challenge for age 41:
The first number in your Diamond is of a decidedly spiritual/inner nature. It's
offered to you in the form of a challenge; something that needs to be learned
or acquired to help you grow and mature. It reveals the true purpose of your
struggle on the physical plane from a broad vantage point.
The Meaning of Your 0 Challenge
The first number in your Diamond pattern is 0, one of the few calculations in a
numerology chart that can produce a zero.
Of the nine possible challenges, the zero challenge is perhaps the most
important because it directly affects the well-being of humanity on a global
scale. As if to emphasize this, it is also the most commonly found lesson and very
likely to occur more than once during the course of your lifetime (an average of
three to six times).
Compassion, empathy, brotherhood/sisterhood, and unity, lie at the foundation
of your 0 Challenge. However, this challenge has less to do with emotionality
than with an intellectual and basic recognition that every human being

deserves your respect, your love, and perhaps at some point, your personal
sacrifice. The potential growth and fundamental improvement inherent in this
challenge has the potential to affect not only you, but also the global
community.
You will likely experience more than your share of confrontation and turmoil.
Events and circumstances require you to choose between opposing energies,
such as love or hate, empathy or cruelty, sacrifice or apathy. You witness
incidents of injustice and are challenged to choose between getting involved or
walking away.
In essence, the zero challenge is about taking a stand and responding with
courage, more than it is about good and evil. The choices you make during this
period define you in countless ways.
The 0 challenge in a Diamond reflects the most primal struggle any man or
woman can face. It makes this both difficult and easy; difficult because the
easy way out can be tempting; easy because there is nothing subtle about the
choices facing you.
Your First Diamond Cause
The second number in your Diamond reflects the underlying cause of the
challenge you face this year. It is the catalyst that sets things in motion, the root
of the issues confronting you during this period.
What Your 8 Root Cause Reveals
The second number in your Diamond pattern is 8, which suggests you may have
been feeling a little off balance, perhaps for as long as three or four years. You
feel you missed opportunities - real or imagined - and doubt may have been
gnawing away at you.
This combination can leave you feeling a little insecure about where you belong
and what you should be doing, not unlike a rock climber suddenly experiencing
fear of height halfway up the mountain. Nothing has changed; you are climbing
with the same equipment, traversing a mountain similar to many you have
climbed before, but your discomfort is real nonetheless.
Insecurity and doubt have a positive side as well. They help you move forward
more carefully and deliberately, thereby proving to be the very ingredients that
can prevent you from taking a hard fall.

The Recommended Action For Your First Diamond
The third number in the Diamond pattern suggests a possible course of action to
resolve successfully the issues facing you during this period.
The Meaning Of Your Diamond's Recommended Action of 2
This year, your most valuable asset may be your intuition; it is a period when
what you don't know can hurt you. Heighten your awareness of what's
happening around you. Be sensitive to subtle signals and read between the
lines. Listen to others, they are often excellent mirrors to help you learn more
about yourself. Recognizing how others perceive you and what they expect
from you can help tremendously.
It is also important to be aware of what goes on inside of you, so sharpen your
intuition there too. If you have had a particularly vivid dream, take time to
contemplate the message that may be hidden there. Take time to focus on
your feelings and the undercurrents you don't always take time to address.
This Diamond can help you take a huge step forward if you keep your senses
tuned to the signals around and within you. Take time for daily contemplation of
your circumstances, how you feel, what you want, and what you sense from
people around you.
The main qualities required to successfully navigate this period are intuition, an
open mind, contemplation, and self-examination.
The Potential Outcome Of Your First Diamond
The fourth number reveals potential changes in your personality and your
environment as a result of your experience with the Diamond in place this year.
Naturally, our effort and sincere desire to meet these challenges increases the
possibility of a positive outcome.
What It Means To Have An Expected Outcome of 11
John, an 11 in this position suggests your social skills have improved and you
relate to others more easily. Additionally, your sensitivity, perception, and
intuition are likely more finely tuned. The 2 inspires cooperation, so you may find

you work more smoothly with others Â— and consequently, others more willingly
support your efforts.
With greater sensitivity, you may find it easier to read the body language and
facial expressions of others, improving your ability to assess their needs. The 2
also brings flexibility mentally and physically (so even your reflexes may have
improved).

John, your Second Diamond Challenge for age 41:
The first number in your second Diamond is again of a decidedly spiritual/inner
nature, offered to you in the form of a challenge; something that needs to be
learned or acquired to help you grow and mature.
The Meaning of Your 0 Challenge
The first number in your Diamond pattern is 0, one of the few calculations in a
numerology chart that can produce a zero.
Of the nine possible challenges, the zero challenge is perhaps the most
important because it directly affects the well-being of humanity on a global
scale. As if to emphasize this, it is also the most commonly found lesson and very
likely to occur more than once during the course of your lifetime (an average of
three to six times).
Compassion, empathy, brotherhood/sisterhood, and unity, lie at the foundation
of your 0 Challenge. However, this challenge has less to do with emotionality
than with an intellectual and basic recognition that every human being

deserves your respect, your love, and perhaps at some point, your personal
sacrifice. The potential growth and fundamental improvement inherent in this
challenge has the potential to affect not only you, but also the global
community.
You will likely experience more than your share of confrontation and turmoil.
Events and circumstances require you to choose between opposing energies,
such as love or hate, empathy or cruelty, sacrifice or apathy. You witness
incidents of injustice and are challenged to choose between getting involved or
walking away.
In essence, the zero challenge is about taking a stand and responding with
courage, more than it is about good and evil. The choices you make during this
period define you in countless ways.
The 0 challenge in a Diamond reflects the most primal struggle any man or
woman can face. It makes this both difficult and easy; difficult because the
easy way out can be tempting; easy because there is nothing subtle about the
choices facing you.
Your Second Diamond Cause
The second number in your Second Diamond reflects the underlying cause of a
distinct challenge you will face this year. It is the catalyst that sets things in
motion, the cause of the issues confronting you during this period.
What Your 8 Root Cause Reveals
The second number in your Diamond pattern is 8, which suggests you may have
been feeling a little off balance, perhaps for as long as three or four years. You
feel you missed opportunities - real or imagined - and doubt may have been
gnawing away at you.
This combination can leave you feeling a little insecure about where you belong
and what you should be doing, not unlike a rock climber suddenly experiencing
fear of height halfway up the mountain. Nothing has changed; you are climbing
with the same equipment, traversing a mountain similar to many you have
climbed before, but your discomfort is real nonetheless.
Insecurity and doubt have a positive side as well. They help you move forward
more carefully and deliberately, thereby proving to be the very ingredients that
can prevent you from taking a hard fall.

The Recommended Action For Your Second Diamond
The third number in the Second Diamond pattern suggests a possible course of
action to resolve the issues facing you during this period.
The Meaning Of Your Diamond's Recommended Action of 7
John, sometimes doing less on a practical physical level is just what you need. A
7 in this position suggests that you focus at least some of your time on the
intangible. Worldly issues are often resolved by focusing on the larger questions
and mysteries of life, and the beauty of creation.
During this period, solutions to current issues will come, in large part, through
introspection rather than critical thinking. Take time for meditation,
contemplation, daydreaming, and reading scriptures or books on philosophy.
Focus on your inner world. Try taking a little time each day to be alone, and use
the time to ask the essential questions: Who am I? Why am I here? What do I
want?.
The qualities needed to successfully navigate this Diamond, and to take
advantage of its opportunities are contemplation, research, and solitude.
The Potential Outcome Of Your Second Diamond
The fourth number reveals potential changes in your personality and your
environment as a result of your experience with the Second Diamond in place
this year. Naturally, our effort and sincere desire to meet these challenges
increases the possibility of a positive outcome.
What It Means To Have An Expected Outcome of 6
John, a 6 in this position indicates strengthened ties with your family, friends, and
community. As you exit this Diamond, you likely feel closer to people you care
about, and you may find your sense of responsibility and loyalty has improved.
The 6 inspires commitment and a stronger sense of belonging. You may feel a
renewed sense of purpose, more at ease with your emotions, and less inhibited
about expressing your feelings.

